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These sixteen colorful flashcards with tactile elements are perfect for giving toddlers a head start in

developing early language skills. The set is packaged in a sturdy box with an adhesive

closure.Featuring subjects that babies love including toys, food, and clothing, My First Touch & Feel

Picture Cards: First Words contain photographs and textures on the front of the cards to keep young

children engaged, while the back of the cards have related questions for additional talking points. In

addition to English, each card includes pronunciations in Spanish, French, German and Chinese. A

parents' guide that contains ideas for simple and advanced games to enhance the learning

experience rounds out the package.With more titles available including Animals, Things That Go,

and Colors & Shapes, My First Touch & Feel Picture Cards often are recommended by speech

language pathologists for building receptive and expressive language skills in children with speech

delays.
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My son is barely 2 years old and has speech delays. He can't even say 'mom' yet. That led me to

order any sort of learning tools I could think of to help him before starting speech therapy.I've had

these a month or so now and feel like I've had a good amount of time using them to give a solid

review. I'm going to give it 5 stars, and here's why:1. Packaging is thick, sturdy and has a Velcro



closure2. The price is fantastic for what you receive3. The bright colors and fun textures on the

cards strike interest kids of all ages4. On the back of each card are questions to ask the child once

simply naming the animal on the picture is too easy5. The cards themselves are very thick, rigid and

can withstand a good beating.I do daycare (and other children come to play) and have kids ages 6

months to 10 years spend lots of times using the cards. The older kids made games out of them

including a weird version of 'go fish'. I've had a baby munch on the corner of a couple cards and

they didn't get all soggy and tear because they're so thick. My rambunctious 2 year old hasn't

managed to bend any of the cards yet, while our 'Baby Einstein discovery cards' are mostly bent so

badly that you cannot see some of the pictures.My son now name 3 of the animals, can make the

noises that most of them make, and can find a specific animal in the stack if I name one. That is

amazing progress! The day after getting these cards, i ordered the 'first words' set by the same

company, and while they are good, we definitely prefer the animals.

The following reviews and images are for both the DK My First Touch & Feel Animal cards, and the

DK My First Touch and Feel picture cards. I decided to combine both reviews into one because-for

whatever reason- it's not letting me post 2 separate reviews. The Animal cards images are labeled

with "AN" and the first words cards images are labeled with "FW". Each set comes with 17 cards. To

get all 34 cards, you must purchase the 2 different sets---------------------This review is of the DK My

First Touch & Feel Animal Picture Cards (AN)I bought this card set for my non verbal 3 year old son.

He currently is enrolled in the Early Childhood Special Education program. I'm constantly looking for

activities that will grab his interest as well as assist him in the various areas he struggles in. This

does that.Included in this purchase is 17 large cards (16 touch and feel, 1 card with suggestions on

how to best use the cards). They all come in a sturdy storage case that can easily be tossed in a toy

box or set on a book shelf. Please see included image.The included flash cards

are:CrabPuppyMonkeyFishCatRabbitSheepParrotCowTurtleTigerElephantDuckDolphinHorseZebra

Please see included images (labeled "AN") for examplesThe images on the front of the cards are

not illustrations, but are actual pictures of the items. On the backside of the card are suggestions for

questions to engage your child, as well as spellings and pronunciations of the word in other

languages. Please see included images for example.We use these cards to work on speech as well

as animal identification. The cards are extremely sturdy and have endured a lot of abuse since we

got them.Although the box it comes with is perfectly suitable for storing your cards, I keep them in a

plastic container with a latch. This is so that I can store multiple sets all

together.-----------------------This review is of the DK My First Words Touch & Feel Picture Cards: First



words (FW)I bought this card set for my non verbal 3 year old son. He currently is enrolled in the

Early Childhood Special Education program. I'm constantly looking for activities that will grab his

interest as well as assist him in the various areas he struggles in. This does that.Included in this

purchase is 17 large cards (16 touch and feel, 1 card with suggestions on how to best use the

cards). They all come in a sturdy storage case that can easily be tossed in a toy box or set on a

book shelf. Please see included images.The included flash cards are:DogKittenSweaterFire

TruckFishKeysCarTeddy BearCornAppleShoesMirrorBallJellyTractorBabyPlease see included

images (labeled "FW") for examplesThe images on the front of the cards are not illustrations, but

are actual pictures of the items. On the backside of the card are suggestions for questions to

engage your child, as well as spellings and pronunciations of the word in other languages. Please

see included images for example.We use these cards to work on speech as well as item

identification. The cards are extremely sturdy and have endured a lot of abuse since we got

them.Although the box it comes with is perfectly suitable for storing your cards, I keep them in a

plastic container with a latch. This is so that I can store multiple sets all together.

Terrific for babies and toddlers for early exposure to language. It contains pictures of common items

such as car, baby, ball, shoes, key, apple, fish, dog, cat and toddlers love the sensory touch to the

pictures. Great tool to use as flashcards and to begin to identify picture labels expressively (what is

it) and receptively (where is, find, give me, touch, etc). I use this in my work with toddlers with

language delays and or autism and they're a great way to expose them to simple common labels in

their everyday environment. The cards are made well-sturdy quality, perfect for handling by young

children, without having to worry about them being ripped, unless they're used very roughly over a

period of time.

I got these deck of cards to help teach new words to my 18 month old. These cards were actually

recommended to me by my son's speech therapist, as he needs a little early intervention speech

development. These are the type of learning cards they use in learning centers as they do a great

job in displaying an actual picture of an object.The product came sealed in plastic wrap and has a

flip open top to keep the deck organized and contained. This is very helpful as I sit down with my

little one and go through a few at a time saying the name of the object, making sure he can see my

mouth as I say each word. The cards are very thick and sturdy, which is good since my son likes to

lightly chew on things or handle the card himself.The pictures on each card are very clear and has a

section that has a unique different texture. For example, the picture for shoes has a section on part



of the shoe pic that is shiny and smooth feeling, like an actual shoe would have. This makes the

card and word learning experience for my son much more interactive than just trying to repeat the

word. He can now associate the words with the pictures as well as the feel.

These are very well made and I love how thick they are (like a board book) so my daughter doesn't

bend them all up. Some of the 'textures' are lame-o like the apple one that feels exactly like the rest

of the card. And I wish they used something else for the sticky jelly one because it attracts dirt and

hairs. I also like how the backs of the cards have lots of great ideas to help your child learn with

them in different ways. My daughter's favorite card is the cat one :) The ones with fur are great. I

think we will be enjoying this pack of cards for quite some time and I am very happy with my

purchase.
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